Juan Alberto Negroni

Memory Garden

In childhood the world is viewed as a thing of wonder and beauty. We cherish significant visual experiences from that period and return to them with melancholy and fascination. The childhood gaze is a straightforward reading of the visual field, almost unadulterated. Observation leads to understanding. Eyes focus on those things that require detailed scrutiny because we do not yet understand them. Juan Negroni’s current paintings reach back to his childhood memories of the times he spent in his parents’ garden; a time of intense visual inquiry. As young children develop a sense of their world, they begin to connect sight and emotion, comprehending how the visual can lead to pleasure. Negroni’s attempt to relive those moments in painting offers us this common, shared experience of early visual discovery. It shifts us in time to that moment of early recognition.

His canvases are attractive for the emotions they trigger. Instead of painting scenes of himself at work in the garden. He has chosen to evoke with paint, his sensory response to that moment in that environment. His abstractions are recognizably plants but they are also specific memories of universal experiences.

The small size of Negroni’s canvases suggests intimacy. But their emotional scale is considerably larger. It stretches feeling...

Everything seems within reach. Patterns of vertical and horizontal lines in the foreground or background, suggest an enclosure and Negroni’s layers of stains, and washes, compact the space suggested by his brush marks. Together they draw the viewer in. One feels contentment in this environment. There is no angst, no hunger, only a spiritual peace.

Juan Negroni’s ultimate concern is the viewers’ emotional engagement with his work and how beauty transmutes pleasure. He is a visual poet who combines abstract signs or ciphers that conjure ideas, trigger emotions, and suspend time. To dramatize a childhood discovery that is as particular as it is individual, is a great painterly achievement.
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